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eris Dea’s business identity is based on Roman
influences for our logo design, furniture, tent
architecture and some jewelry designs. As such
we would like to remain consistent with this theme for
our booth design as well. The following is our proposal
for a booth design for the spot we currently occupy at
the Arizona Renaissance Festival.
As is well-known, the Roman Empire occupied a large
part of Britain for almost 400 years. During that time
the Romans built many houses, fortifications and
other structures that still remain today. In fact, the
entire city of Bath in England was built around the
Roman baths that remained in the spot after their
abandonment by the Romans and remain a major
tourist feature to this very day.
It was very common in medieval and renaissance
England to find Roman ruins and even largely intact
Roman buildings which became central figures in the
towns that grew around them. In many cases the
buildings remained sufficiently intact for members of
the community to continue using them for housing,
fortifications or shop spaces since the buildings were
sufficiently sturdy and long-lasting and their use didn’t
require constructing a new building from scratch.
The Roman influence on British architecture was
and still is common and obvious. Roman ruins were
so popular in England that during the Victorian era
wealthy families were known to construct “new ruins”
on their properties for their enjoyment.
This illustrates the influence and popularity of Roman
ruins and architecture in England that is consistent
with the theme of the Arizona Renaissance Festival.

Roman bath in Bath, Somerset, England.

Newport Arch, Lincoln, England.
Aeris Dea’s booth design concept is based on the
historical use of Roman ruins in medieval and
renaissance England. Our concept is that of a simple,
small Roman structure in our current tent location
between Unicorn Clothing and Sky Chairs. The space
is a little over 19 feet wide by 16 feet deep and is not
squared as the two booths surrounding our location
face the main path which bends at the point in front of
Aeris Dea creating a trapezoidal space between those
buildings. We would prefer, therefore, to build our
booth unconnected to the buildings on either side so
that we can remain facing the path at its bend and
not block the windows on Unicorn Clothing’s and Sky
Chair’s side walls as well as keeping the construction
simple by building at right angles instead of building
to the space which would require odd angles and a
widening of the building towards the back of the
booth.

Roman ruins transported from the site of Leptis
Magna (modern-day Al-Khums) in 1816 and installed
at Virginia Water in 1826.
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Aeris Dea’s booth design concept, artist’s rendering.
As you can see from the illustration, above, our
concept utilizes a roof with supporting columns and
irregular half walls at the sides (giving the impression
of crumbled architecture) to contain the footprint of
the booth. This will allow us to maximize light in our
booth which is of particular interest to us to provide
the best environment for viewing our jewelry. The
floor will be flagstone which will be highly durable and
easy to maintain and we hope to use terra cotta tiles
for the roof as they are both extremely durable and
consistent with the roman architecture that the booth
design emulates.
Like Crystal Underground (which has a more Gothicinfluenced architecture and a very open plan
maximizing natural light) and Bungled Jungle (which
is charmingly wonky in its architecture) we hope
to create a booth which, while period appropriate,
also stands out and generates interest among the
customers attending the fair. In this way we hope

to maximize visitation and create a space which will
attract attention by virtue of its architecture.
The exterior surface will be the same as used by Sky
Chairs and Unicorn Clothing keeping the color and
texture consistent along that space. It is also very
durable for the Arizona weather and will emulate old,
weathered stone quite well.
The booth will also have storage space constructed
behind it which will be larger than the public booth
space in front. This space won’t be visible to the
fair customer and will provide storage for Aeris
Dea’s furniture during the time that the fair is not in
operation.
We like this design not only for its historical
appropriateness but also because, being such a small
space, a unique piece of architecture will help Aeris
Dea stand out and drive business to our booth.
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Benefits of the Aeris Dea Roman-Inspired Booth
Design

• Aesthetic Interest - A Roman-influenced design
will generate interest in Aeris Dea’s booth by
standing out from the surrounding architecture
(in a manner that is still historically consistent)
and help drive traffic to the booth. It will also
enhance the fair’s aesthetics and could serve as a
topic of interest to the fair customers in general.
• Simplicity of Design - The design simplicity (while still
being aesthetically pleasing) will be easier to construct,
easier to maintain and will allow the use of sturdier
and more expensive building materials so that the
booth weathers well, maintains structural/aesthetic
integrity and retains its value over long periods of time.
Just as we’re constantly ensuring we add new jewelry
designs so that our product lines remain innovative,
the simplicity of our booth design will allow us to add
or change display elements from year to year, keeping
our space dynamic and interesting for our customers.
• Full Use of Environmental Conditions - The open
plan of the booth design is completely intentional.
Because our jewelry is best viewed under good
lighting conditions the open walls will allow light in
from all angles (particularly reflecting off of Unicorn
Clothing’s side wall into the booth space) to display
our jewelry to its maximum advantage. The gap
between the side buildings also allows for maximum
air flow to provide comfort to Aeris Dea’s employees
on hot days. As mentioned in the Simplicity of
Design bullet point we can also enhance the space
between the buildings with plantings and even,
eventually, statues for even further aesthetic interest.
• Considerate to Our Neighbors - By keeping the booth
independent of the surrounding structures and also
keeping it limited to one story we don’t need to cut into
or block the walls or windows of our neighboring booths.
• Serves as a Fire Break - Because the proposed design
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• Historical Accuracy - The historical accuracy
of Roman ruins incorporated into medieval
and renaissance
England towns is wellestablished and the Roman influence on British
architecture is strongly-felt to the present day.

Overhead map of Aeris Dea’s location and booth
proposal footprint.
incorporates stone flooring, daub walls (which can have
added fire-retardants), terra cotta roofing and maintains
a gap between buildings on both sides the booth can
still serve as a fire break in the event of an emergency.
• Filling Historical Gaps - At the present time the
influence of the Roman occupation of Britain and the
architecture that was left behind when Rome left is
underrepresented at the Arizona Renaissance Festival.
• Educational Opportunities - The existence of a
Roman ruin booth design provides the opportunity
to discuss this issue with patrons, especially on
Kid’s Days, and provide more information about
the history of England during the Renaissance.
• Good for Aeris Dea - A booth that stands out
and becomes a topic of special interest serves
to help Aeris Dea’s sales and profile at the fair.
• Good for the Arizona Renaissance Festival - A
unique and interesting booth design is not only
consistent with the Arizona Renaissance Festival’s
excellent reputation for fascinating and appealing
architecture but also could serve as another landmark
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at the fair (“The place you want is three shops
down from the Roman ruin. You know the place!”).
• Good for the Patrons - Interesting architecture only
serves to increase the happiness of the customers
who visit the fair and enhance their fair experience.

Aeris Dea wants to thank everyone at the Arizona
Renaissance Festival for making everything run so
well and creating a great fair experience. We really
appreciate all your efforts. We are flattered to have
been asked if we would like to build at the fair and are
glad for the opportunity to submit this proposal.

Conclusion

Thank you!

Aeris Dea considers the Arizona Renaissance Festival
to be its home show. Despite the fact that we live
in Maryland the Arizona Renaissance Festival is the
show where Aeris Dea really got its start and we
are loyal to the Festival and love being a part of it.
Anything we can do to make the fair even better is
something we are glad to do.
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We believe this booth design serves both the
interests of Aeris Dea and the Arizona Renaissance
Festival equally. Having a booth that stands out just
enough to be captivating but still fits well within the
historical context of the festival serves the interests
of everyone involved and provides opportunities for
the fair to even better serve its customers.

Design monkey
says, “YES!”
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